NARS UNDERTAKING FOR NON-MRHS FOR THE YOUTH OLYMPIC TORCH TOUR OF THE 4TH WINTER YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES, GANGWON 2024

The Non-Media Rights Holder (Non-MRH) or the IOC approved News Agencies’ client or affiliated entity intending to access YOG Torch Tour Content and/or Archive YOG Material for the purpose of reporting on the 4th Winter Youth Olympic Games, Gangwon 2024 (the “NARs Requestors”) in accordance with the News Access Rules applicable to the Youth Olympic Torch Tour of the 4th Youth Olympic Games, Gangwon 2024 (the “NARs”), may benefit from access to Olympic Content only upon prior acceptance of the terms set out in this “NARs Undertaking”.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

NARs Requestor acknowledges and agrees:

1. To act in conformity with and abide by the terms of the NARs and all other relevant guidelines made available by the IOC through www.olympics.com.

2. That in the event of any breach or non-fulfilment of this NARs Undertaking, the IOC reserves the right (without limiting any other remedy or sanction available to it), at its sole discretion, to immediately request, without notice, to cease granting access to Olympic Content to the NARs Requestor and to refuse access to Olympic Content for future editions of the Olympic Games or the Youth Olympic Games.

3. That this duly signed NARs Undertaking shall be returned to the either by email or by post. Olympic Content will be provided only upon receipt of this signed NARs Undertaking.

4. To indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the IOC and Gangwon 2024 from any damages resulting from, or linked to, a breach of this NARs Undertaking.

5. Any dispute, controversy or claim arising from, or in connection with these NARs, not resolved after exhaustion of the legal remedies established by the IOC, and which cannot be settled amicably shall be submitted exclusively to the CAS for final and binding arbitration in accordance with the Code of Sports-related Arbitration. Unless the parties agree otherwise, the CAS Panel shall be composed of three arbitrators, and the language of the arbitration shall be English. The CAS Panel will rule on the dispute in application of these NARs, any other applicable IOC regulation and Swiss law.

6. That the capitalised terms used in this NARs Undertaking have the meaning set out within this document or as provided in the NARs.

Full name of the Organization / NARs Requestor:

______________________________________________

Read and agreed by the NARs Requestor,

Authorized signature:

_______________________________

Name:

_______________________________

Title:

_______________________________

Date:

_______________________________
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